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Made to measure.
We know every project is unique, that is why we offer bespoke, made-to-measure wall
hung basins and vanity tops in stunning marble solid surface.



Expert advice. Meet the team.
The Stonebaths team are based in New Zealand and can offer design solutions and
advice either face to face or remotely. 

Jim Bedwell  Director and commercial design expert

John Spurway  Director, operations and sales

Chris Henwood Director, commercial sales

Jane Allerton  Interior design, sales and admin



Marble solid surface.



Ramp basins
Create space with wall hung ramp sinks. The hidden waste and angled profile is ideal
for commercial, retail and communal bathroom settings. 



Colour solid surface
From greys to black, soft pink, green and bold blue. All our Hugi range can be made to
order in a range of 15 different colours.



Available finishes

Benchtop basins
Explore a our range of benchtop basins that sit atop a vanity. Available in over 15
colours, and solid surface or concrete.



Eden Health Retreat,
Gold Coast
The Hugi B003 in black and white were installed at this
internationally award winning health retreat.



Grand Mecure 
Puka Park
A luxury eco-retreat by Grand Mecure on the
Coromandel Peninsula in New Zealand.



Matte black bathroom fitout for the
harbourfront Euro Bar in Auckland's
Viaduct

Euro Bar &
Restaurant 
Auckland



'Seanna'
Sunshine Coast
50 luxury apartments with Hugi B034A baths.



Partner projects
Our design and manufacturing partners have supplied projects from Dubai to the
USA, fabricating custom baths, basins, vanities and counters for a range of projects.



Renaissance Hotel
Dubai
The Hugi B008 baths were specified for the luxury suites at this iconic
Dubai hotel.



Custom fabrication
Las Vegas serviced apartments.
262 bespoke vanity units.



Custom vanity basins
Hilton Cleveland Downtown, USA
Integrated vanity basins.



Baths to fit a range
of layouts.

Our range includes round, geometric and back-to-wall baths.



AUSTRALIA

T: 1800 462 946
E: enquiries@stonebaths.com.au

NEW ZEALAND

T: 0800 001 872
E: enquiries@stonebaths.co.nz


